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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

About Us  

1. CHANGE is a leading national rights organisation led by people with 

disabilities. We believe in equal rights for all people with learning disabilities.  

2. CHANGE’s registered office address is:  

Back Office, first floor 

Devonshire House 

38 York Place 

Leeds, LS1 2ED 

3. CHANGE’s company number is 3468738.  

4. CHANGE is a registered charity and our registered charity number is 

1067579.  

5. CHANGE’s VAT number is 828418510.  

6. CHANGE’s can contact us by:  

 

Email:  info@changepeople.org  

Post:  back office, first floor 

Devonshire House, 38 York Place 

Leeds LS1 2ED  

Tel: 0113 2426619  

mailto:info@changepeople.org
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7. The CHANGE website is at www.changepeople.org   

 

General Terms  

8. Terms are governed by English law.  

9. Any disputes relating to the Terms will be dealt with by the courts of 

England and Wales.  

10. If CHANGE fails to insist upon strict performance of these Terms at any 

time, CHANGE does not waive our right to any remedies available to us.  

11. If any part of the Terms is found by a court to be invalid, the remainder of 

the Terms shall continue to have effect.  

12. The Terms are not meant to benefit any person, except for you and us.  

 

Licensing Terms for Images and Subscriptions  

 

General Terms and Users  

1. Subscriptions are valid for one year from purchase date.  

2. CHANGE (Licensor) grants the customer (Licensee) a non-exclusive, non-

transferable License for the user stipulated in the subscription to download and 

utilise CHANGE Images from CHANGE’s gallery.  

3. If not agreed otherwise, only one user shall be permitted to use the 

Images.  

4. All authorised users must be employees of the subscriber organisation.  

5. Users may not give permission to use the Images to anyone not employed 

by the company/organisation.  

6. The Licensee will have a set of login details to enable access the image 

galleries on CHANGE’s website. The Licensee agrees to keep login details 

http://www.changepeople.org/
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confidential and secure, and ensure the details are only used in a way that 

complies with the Terms.  

7. The Licensee may access the Images by any reasonable means, including 

remotely. However, the Images must only be stored on hardware owned or 

maintained for use of the subscribing organisation.  

8. CHANGE may cancel your login registration at any time and deactivate 

your details if you do not comply with the Terms.  

 

Usage

9. The Licensee acknowledges that the Licensor owns all present and future 

copyright, trademarks, design rights, unregistered designs, database rights and all 

other present and future rights of a similar nature in the products.  

10. The Licensee acknowledges that CHANGE Images are protected by 

copyright, database right and other intellectual property rights.  

11. The Licensee must give due credit to CHANGE when using the Images. 

This can be done via use of the Publisher’s Mark (available on request from 

info@changepeople.org ) or a reference on the back cover of documents or at the 

bottom of web-pages (e.g., “Images copyright CHANGE, www.changepeople.org”)  

12. The Licensee acknowledges that they are only permitted to use the 

products/Images for their own purpose and are not permitted to copy or use the 

products/Images for any other purposes without the prior written consent of the 

Licensor.  

13. CHANGE Images must by no means be copied for personal use.  

14. CHANGE Images are not for re-sale, rent or loan.  

15. CHANGE Images may only be used for commercial gain under a 

Commercial Licence agreement. The Licensee is not permitted to sell or in any 

way profit from CHANGE resources/Images outside of such an agreement. 

mailto:info@changepeople.org
www.changepeople.org
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16. The Licensee acknowledges that they may only use the Images for lawful 

purposes.  

17. The Licensee acknowledges that they will not use the Images to e-mail, 

post or otherwise transmit any material that is unlawful, threatening, abusive, 

defamatory, invasive of privacy, vulgar, obscene or profane.  

18. The Licence may be terminated by the Licensor in the event of a material 

breach of its terms by the Licensee.  

19. All conditions, warranties, terms, representations and undertakings 

express or implied, statutory or otherwise in respect of the Images are expressly 

excluded in so far as permitted by law.  

 

Rights and Restrictions  

20. The Licensee acknowledges that the Images are protected by copyright, 

database right and other similar rights belonging to CHANGE.  

21. The Licensee may only extract or utilise data and Images in accordance 

with express permission given by this license, and for no other purpose.  

22. The Licensee is responsible for adherence to the Terms in the use of the 

Images they have purchased.  

23. The Licensee may not operate a bureau service using the Images nor use 

them as part of a library accessible by anyone other than authorised users.  

24. CHANGE is unable to provide duplicate images in the event of a loss and 

will not be liable to replace your lost Images.  

25. If the Licensee’s use of the Images results in any liability to CHANGE, the 

Licensee must reimburse the licensor for all associated losses.  
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Termination 

26. The Licensee’s right to use the Images will terminate automatically in the 

case that sums due for the use of the Images have not been paid.  

27. The Licensor may terminate this license immediately if the Licensee 

materially breaches any of the Terms.  

28. The Licensee can terminate this license at any time by giving written 

notice to the Licensor. However, no refunds or reductions are given for part-used 

licenses, such as where a subscription still has time to run or where a quota of 

Images has not been downloaded. The Licensee remains liable to pay the full 

amounts due under the original purchase agreement.  

29. On termination, you must delete any copies of Images or modified Images 

in your possession or pay a small annual royalty fee per-image for continued 

usage.  

30. These Terms supersede all other commitments, representations and 

warranties relating to the Images, which may have been made by the Licensor or 

Licensee either orally or in writing.  

31. The License may only be varied by way of a written document signed by 

both parties.  

 

Liabilities and Indemnity  

32. CHANGE reserves the right to cease operation of the CHANGE Website 

on a temporary or permanent basis. CHANGE will not be liable if the website is 

unavailable at any time.  

33. If you download material from the Website or purchase material from us, 

then to the extent permitted by the law CHANGE:  

i. gives no guarantees, conditions or warranties;  
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ii. does not warrant that use of the material will not infringe other people’s 

copyright, patents, trademarks, rights in designs or similar rights;  

iii. does not warrant any material is accurate, fit for purpose or of 

merchantable quality;  

iv. excludes any conditions or warranties implied by law.  

34. CHANGE’s liability for losses you suffer as a result of us breaking this 

agreement is strictly limited to the purchase price of any material you purchased 

from us.  

35. To the extent permitted by law, CHANGE are not responsible for any of 

your indirect losses, including but not limited to:  

i. loss of income or revenue  

ii. loss of business  

iii. loss of profits or contracts  

iv. loss of anticipated savings  

v. loss of data, or  

vi. waste of management or office time.  

36. CHANGE shall not be liable for delay in performing, or failure to perform, 

our obligations resulting from events beyond our reasonable control.  

37. Nothing in these Terms is intended to exclude any liability for death or 

personal injury arising from negligence.  

 


